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Abstract

The strongly inhomogeneous magnetic field for stabilization

of a pinch in an Extrap configuration can be created in various

ways. Some possibilities both for the linear case and for the

toroidal case are discussed.



The linear Extrap geometry

It has earlier been suggested by Lehnert £1, 3j to stabilize a Z-pinch,

linear or toroidal, by a strongly inhomogeneous transverse external field B

generated by a set of solid conductors. This confinement method has been

called Extrap. In the configuration discussed mostly so far, a pinch with

total current I is situated in a field generated by a set of four conductor

rods, each carrying a current I , being antiparallel to I , Fig. 1.

In this report we will compare this case with a configuration, where

the external field is generated by a set of eight conductor rods, but with

different current directions in adjacent rods, Fig. 2.

The field from n straight parallel wires, evenly distributed on a

cylinder surface with radius a and with identical currents can be obtained

from the theory of complex functions. A complex potential
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is obtained. Here A is the axial component of the vector potential A"/0,0,A/.

The scalar potential is denoted by * and P »(r/a) (cos^+i sin$). For

n»2,3,4... we get from eq. (1), the quadrupole, the hexapole and the octu-

pole fields, etc.

The derivatives of Re(F) give
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When higher order terms are neglected, we see from eq. (2), that the

magnetic field strength /B/ is independent of $.

The magnetic field described by the first terms in (2) can be obtained

in another way. If we rotate the original current system ir/n radians,gin n$

and cos n<f> will just change sign. Thus, if we coribine this rotation with a

change in current: directions, we have obtained a current system giving the



same magnetic field components (2) as earlier except a change of sign in

some higher order terms.

A third current system is obtained by adding the two current systems

just mentioned. We then obtain
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It can be shown that this magnetic field corresponds to the complex

potential

1 • p'
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Taking higher order terms into account, we see from (2) and (3), that

the magnetic field strength is a function of $. In the octupole case, n»»4,
/ ft

and at a radius r=a/2, we have (r/a) »0.0625 and (r/a) =0.004. Whether

the vacuum field is created by 4 or by 8 conductors, the magnetic field

is with good approximation a pure octupole field for the region r< a/2.

Experiments s? far have been made with 4 rods, and with I antiparallel

to lv {1, 7J.

The advantage of using 8 rods instead of 4 rods in a linear geometry

is mainly technical:

1. For the same current strength per rod, the magnetic field strength in

the center region is doubled.

2. In the case of 8 rods, the magnetic field energy outside the rods is small.

This is not th° case with 4 rods, where the currents in the rods plus the

return currents form a large area loop.



Thus the inductance is about 10 times higher in a typical 4 rod as compared

with the 8 rod case. An equivalent statement is to say that the engineering

beta value is 10 times higher in the 8 rod case.

3. The same magnetic field strength in the centre region can be obtained

with a lower current density if 8 rods are used. This obviously gives less

Joule heating of the rods.

4. The forces on the rods are smaller in the case of 8 rods, mostly because

currents are opposite in adjacent rods.

If the plasma conditions are not changed adversely, it is therefore of

technical advantage to use 8 rods instead of 4, when we wish to create a

linear octupole field. A disadvantage could be a somewhat smaller access for

observation and diagnostics of the plasma.



Toroidal geometry

It is well-known, that bending of a homogeneous magnetic field to

a toroidal field, changes the confinement properties drastically. Even

a plasma in a torus with a large aspect ratio behaves differently com-

pared with a straight plasma column. One reason for this is the require-

ment to balance the loop force. For this thö addition of poloidal field

components is needed. General consequences of bending have been discussed

by Morozov and Solovev fUj.

The bending of a straight Extrap field, gives a magnetic field

with only poloidal components. That there is also in this case a big

difference between a straight plasma column and a plasma with large aspect

ratio is however not immediately evident.

Two ways of bending a field produced by two conductors are shown in

Fig. 3 and 4. The magnetic field is shown for a case when the current strength

is the same in the loops. The multiple zero point of the magnetic field in

the straight case is split into three zero points by bending. Even for large

aspect ratios the field is quite different from the straight case. The case

with aspect ratio A*10 is illustrated. The zero points are placed, with

good approximation, on a circle with a radius, 0.55 times the minor

radius. For other aspect ratios, numerical calculation shows that the

distance, y, from the center is proportional to (I/A) ' , and for large
0 3

aspect ratios can be approximated by the formula y»1.2 x (I/A) ' .

In order to get a toroidally bent magnetic field, with a structure

similar to the straight field, we can try to find magnetic fields,

where the three zero points are closer.

One way to do this has been discussed by Scheffel L?tb/. He

discusses the magnetic field obtained, when the current is not the same

in the different loops. He shows that the ratio of the currents in

different loops is critical.

Another way is to force a zero point to be placed at the center, by

superimposing a homogeneous magnetic fi<2ld along the axis. Numerical calcula-

tions have shown this ioethod to give magnetic field3 of the desired struc-

ture.



A third way is to superimpose the two cases with <S currents into one

system with 8 currents. This give* a toroidal cxcrap field even for small

aspect ratios. Fig. b.

The 8 currents correspond to the eight poles implied by the. same

octupole.

To discuss the magnetic field structure with reference to the zero

points, puts etr.phasi.rf on the weakest part-i of the magnetic field. This

nijht not be relevant for plastas containment, because plasma currents

will change the magnetic field away from the external field mostly,

where this field is weakest. The structure of the weak field region

is, however, important for breakdown ond startup of the discharge.

The discussion above is ina-ie in order tc see some consequences of

bending a straight Ext rap fie"!.l into a toroid. Three raethods are

discussed which preserve the structure of the straight field. The use of

8 rods seems likely to work even for a small aspect ratio of order 3.

Calculations with an equilibrium code will be performed, in order to

further assess these possibiiities.

This work has been supported by the Euratozn Communities under

an association contract between fc'uratoiu ana Sweden.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Straight Extrap geometry with four conductor rods. The_external
field B from the currents ly, and the combined field 6 +B
from the plasma current I — I /2 and I are shown.

Fig. 2. Straight Extrap geometry with eight conductor rods. Th£ external
field B from the currents Iy, and the combined field B +B
from the plasma current I «-I and I are shown.

Fig. 3. Magnetic field geometry from four current loops. Aspect ratio * 10.
Two loops in the symmetry plane.

Fig. 4. Magnetic field geometry from four current loops. Aspect ratio - 10.
No loop in the symmetry plane.

Fig. 5. Magnetic field geometry from eight current loops. Aspect ratio = 3.
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